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Background: Proximal spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) is an autosomal recessive neuromuscular disease 
characterized by symmetrical proximal muscle weakness and atrophy. According to the severity of the disease 
and the age of onset, SMA can be divided into three groups. The survival motor neuron (SMN) gene that is 
located on 5q13 is identified as the disease determining gene. Another gene in this region is neuronal apoptosis 
inhibitory protein (NAIP), and its functional role in the pathogenesis of SMA has not been fully elucidated. Here, 
we investigated the correlation between deletions in SMN and NAIP genes with clinical features of SMA patients.
Materials and Methods: In the current study, 71 unrelated Iranian patients were investigated for the 
detection of deletions in SMN1 and NAIP genes. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was used to detect the 
deletions of exon 4 and 5 of the NAIP gene. Deletions in exon 7 and 8 of SMN1 gene were detected by 
RFLP‑PCR with DraI and DdeI, respectively.
Results: Our results showed that 51 patients have homozygous deletions in SMN1 and/or NAIP genes. Among these 
51 patients, deletion in NAIP gene were found in 35 patients (65.7% of type I, 22.5% type II and 11.42% type III).
Conclusion: Defect in SMN1 gene plays a major role in manifesting of the disease and NAIP (4 and 5) gene 
acts as a modifying factor in severity of symptoms. Correlation between NAIP gene defect and severity of 
the disease is confirmed. However, the exact role of NAIP gene in SMA has yet to be fully clarified.
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INTRODUCTION

Proximal spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) is an 
autosomal recessive neuromuscular disease 
characterized by symmetrical proximal muscle 
weakness and atrophy due to degeneration of the 
anterior horn cells of the spinal cord. This disease is 
the second most common neuromuscular disease in 
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children after duchene muscular dystrophy.[1] The rate 
of its incidence is one in 10,000 newborns.[2] The 
patients are subdivided into three groups based 
on age of onset and severity of clinical features. 
Type I (Werding Hoffman) is the most severe form 
that manifests before 6 months of life and spans rarely 
longer than 2 years. This type of SMA is characterized 
by muscle weakness, hypotonia and inability to sit and 
walk in babies. Type II (Dubowitz) is an intermediate 
form with the onset after 6 months. The patients 
with this type of SMA are not able to walk without 
support. The patients with Type III have symptoms 
after 18 months and they are able to stand and walk, 
but fall frequently. This type of SMA is the mildest 
form.[2‑6]

Because of the differences in severity of the disease 
in SMA patients, investigators prompt to find 
the genomic variations that contribute to these 
phenotypes. In this study, we were going to determine 
the correlation between deletion patterns in survival 
motor neuron (SMN) and neuronal apoptosis inhibitory 
protein (NAIP) genes, and the clinical phenotype of 
SMA among Iranian patients.

There are two SMN genes that are typically 
present on 5q11.2‑13.3, SMN1 (telomeric copy) and 
SMN2 (centromeric copy).[7‑11] Telomeric copy is the 
functional copy of gene but centromic gene produces 
truncated protein.[7,8,10] These genes are homologous 
and only differ by five nucleotides. Two of these 
differences occur in exon 7 and 8.[9] The difference in 
sequence is used to distinguish telomeric copy from the 
centromeric one. 2 of these differences occur in exon 7 
and 8[9]. The PCR products from exon 7 and 8 of the 2 
SMN gene copies can readily be distinguished since the 
centromeric (SMN2) gene contains a recognition site 
for the restriction enzyme DraI and DdeI, respectively. 
These recognition sites are absent in telomeric SMN 
gene. This methodology can detect homozygous 
absence of SMN1, but it cannot differentiate the 
presence of one copy from two or more copies of SMN1. 
SMN1 is deleted in about 90% of SMA patients in 
different populations.[12‑14]

The functional role of NAIP, another gene in this 
region, in the pathogenesis of SMA has not been fully 
elucidated. However, some reports have demonstrated 
a correlation between deletion of the NAIP gene 
and severity of SMA.[15‑17] This gene was also found 
to be frequently deleted in 45% of the patients who 
has the type I of SMA and 18% in other types of the 
disease.[16,18,19] The centromeric truncated NAIP gene, 
NAIP ψ (pseudo gene), lacks the two coding exons, 4 
and 5. In addition to deletions in NAIP gene, deletions 
in other genes such as p44, a subunit of transcription 

factor TFIIH, was found to be deleted in 45% of 
type I patients.[9,16,20,21] Recently, H4F5 gene has been 
reported as a new candidate gene with a deletion in 
about 90.5% of type I SMA patients together with 
NIAP.[21‑23]

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We collected blood samples from 71 Iranian SMA 
suspected patients who were referred to the Genetics 
Lab of Alzahra University Hospital in Isfahan. The 
patients fulfilled the diagnostic criteria for SMA 
defined by the International SMA Consortium. The 
patients or their parents were informed of the aims 
of the study and gave their informed consent for the 
genetics analysis.

Genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood 
in EDTA tubes by the standard salting out method 
Primer sequences to amplify exon 7 and 8 were as 
follows, respectively: Exon 7 forward primer (7F): 
5'‑CTA TCA ACT TAA TTT CTG ATC A‑3', and 
reverse (7R), 5'‑CCT TCC TTC TTT TTG ATT TTG 
TTT‑3' exon 8 forward primer (8F), 5'‑GTA ATA ACC 
AAA TGC AAT GTG AA‑3' and reverse primer (8R), 
5'‑CTA CAA CAC CCT TCT CAC AG‑3'.

Amplification of SMN exons was performed using the 
following conditions: 94°C for 5 min followed by 95°C for 
1 min, 55°C for 1 min and 72°C for 1 min for 35 cycles 
and final extension at 72°C for 7 min. Polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) products of centromeric and 
telomeric exon 7 and 8 of SMN gene were distinguished 
by digestion with 1 U restriction enzymes DraI and 
DdeI (Fermentas, Germany), respectively. The results 
were analyzed with 3% agarose gel.

Deletion analysis of NAIP gene was performed by 
primer oligonucleotide sequences for PCR amplification 
of exon 4: 4F, 5'‑AAA GCC TCT GAC GAG AGG ATC‑3' 
and 4R, 5'‑CTC TCA GCC TGC TCT TCA GAT‑3', and 
exon 5: 5F, 5'‑TGC CAC TCC CAG GCA ATC TAA‑3' 
and 5R, 5'‑CAT TTG GCA TGT TCC TTC CAA G‑3'. 
Deletions in exons 4 and 5 of the NAIP gene were 
detected by amplification of these exons along with 
actin gene as internal control. The PCR conditions for 
NAIP were as follows: primary denaturation at 94°C for 
6 min and 35 cycles of 95°C for 1 min, 59°C for 1 min 
and 72°C for 1 min and at last 7 min at 72°C.

Electrophoresis of PCR products on 2.5% agarose gel 
was used to confirm the presence or absence of exon 
4 and 5 of NAIP gene.[26]

In this study all PCR was performed in a 25 μl reaction 
containing 1.5 mM MgCl2, 200mM of each dNTPs, 
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I U of Taq DNA polymerase (Fermentase, Germany) 
150 ng DNA and 25 pmol of each primers for NAIP 
and SMN genes in separate tubes. We used primers 
for actin gene PCR along with NAIP genes in same 
tubes. Actin is an internal control for confirmation of 
the PCR.

RESULTS

After digestion with DraI, the SMN1 exon 7 product 
will be undigested, whereas the SMN2 exon 7 product 
will be digested into two fragments of 164 and 24 base 
pairs. The 24 base pair fragment migrates off the gel 
so we saw two bands with 188 and 164 bp in normal 
samples on agarose gel. Restriction fragments of 
exon 8 of SMN2 gene are 122 and 78 base pairs and 
the SMN1 exon 8 products will be undigested. So, in 
normal samples three bands of 187, 123 and 65 bp were 
observed. On patients’ samples the undigested SMN1 
alleles (188 bp in exon 7 and 187bp in exon 8) are 
absent and only the SMN2 gene is digested [Figure 1].

Amplification of the NAIP gene in normal samples 
resulted in two bands with 436 and 123 bp for 
exon 4 and 5, respectively, in addition to 283 bp for 
actin gene as an internal control. However, in affected 
and positive control samples, only a 283 bp of internal 
control was produced [Figure 2].

Fifty‑one of 71 SMA patients analyzed in this 
study revealed deletion in SMN1 gene. Among 
these 51 patients, 29 were classified in Type I, 
nine had clinical features of Type II and 13 had 

Figure 1: Deletion detection of survival motor neuron 1 (Exon 7, 8) 
performed by digestion of polymerase chain reaction product with 
DraI and DdeI, respectively. Digestion results were analyzed on 3% 
agarose gel. Lane 1 and 2: Different patients without deletion in exon 7 
of survival motor neuron1 (SMN1), lane 3: Patient with deletion in exon 7, 
lane 4: Positive control and lane 5: Normal control, Lane 6: 100 bp 
marker; Lane 7: Patient without deletion in exon 8 of SMN, lane 8: Patient 
with deletion in exon 8, lane 9: Normal control, lane 10: Positive control

Type III SMA. In 27 children of Type I (85%), 18 had 
homozygous deletions in both SMN1 (exon 7 and 8) and 
NAIP (exon 4 and 5) genes and 14.82% had deletions 
only in SMN1 gene (exon 7 and 8). Among nine 
patients with Type II, 88.88% had deletions in all 
exons that were analyzed in this study, whereas 
the remaining (11.12%) had deletions only in SMN1 
gene, and finally all of the patients with Type III[14] 
had deletions in both exon 7 and 8, but only 26.66% 
showed deletions in the NAIP gene (exon 4 and 5) 
in addition to SMN gene. The summary of results is 
shown in Table 1.

DISCUSSION

In fact, the molecular basis of SMA is complex. In 
this study, we focus on the most common proximal 
autosomal recessive form of SMA that is caused by 
deletions in SMN1 gene located on 5q chromosome. 
Twenty of 71 of the present SMA patients (10 with 
Type I, six with Type II and four with Type III) did not 
show deletion in SMN1 gene. Because these patients 

Figure 2: Deletion analysis of neuronal apoptosis inhibitory 
protein (NAIP) gene (Exon 4, 5) was done on 2.5% agrose gel 
lane 1 and 2: Different patients without deletion in exon 4 of NAIP, 
Lane 3: Patient with deletion in exon 4, lane 4: Positive control. 
Lane 5: Negative control without DNA template; Lane 6: 100 bp marker, 
Lane 7 and 8: Patients without deletion in exon 5 of NAIP, 9: Patient 
with deletion in exon 5, lane 10: Positive control

Table 1: Genotype‑phenotype correlation of 51 Iranian spinal 
muscular atrophy patients who had deletion in survival motor 
neuron and/or neuronal apoptosis inhibitory protein gene
SMA type Percentage of 

homozygous SMN1 
(7 and 8) and NAIP 

(4 and 5) gene deletion

% homozygous SMN1 
(7 and 8) gene 

deletion

SMA I (27) 85.18 (23) 14.82 (4)
SMA II (9) 88.88 (8) 11.12 (1)
SMA III (15) 26.66 (4) 73.34 (11)
SMA: Spinal muscular atrophy, SMN: Survival motor neuron, NAIP: Neuronal 
apoptosis inhibitory protein
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NAIP (4 and 5) genes in this study, and our methods do 
not allow analysis of other mutations or investigation 
of SMA carriers.
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